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2019— THE YEAR THAT WAS
Welcome to the 2019 Year Book! I thank Mrs Parker and the Mr Khoder for their
ﬁne eﬀort in bringing this edi on together. As you read this annual, I am sure it
will become apparent to you what amazing year it has been for you and the
School. Malek Fahd has a wonderful community feel. It is a pleasure to visit the three campuses each
week to experience students wonderful work in the classroom and to share in the many special
events.
Academically we con nue to grow. This includes the number of students undertaking VET courses. I
congratulate our students who sat for their Higher School Cer ﬁcate and achieved their goals. I also
am delighted that many received University oﬀers before even gaining their ATAR. Among the ATAR
scores of which we are aware is one a 99.50. This year we saw a 60% increase of students si ng the
HSC. The increase is in part the result of our considered decision to cease to ask students to leave the
School based on academic results. Ours is an inclusive School where students are welcomed, nurtured
and enabled to achieve their personal best. This is cause for celebra on. Recently, the press reported
the Secondary NAPLAN results for the past 5 years as being 41 in the State, and the top Islamic
school.
Malek Fahd looks beyond our gates and opens our hearts to the needs of students, families and the
wider community. Our students visit the local aged care facility, fundraising days for cancer research.
We opened our hearts for the Food and Blanket Drive for Syria, the Biggest Morning Tea, Pink Ribbon
Day, Harmony Day, Interna onal Women’s Day, White Ribbon Day March, to name a few, and the
interfaith experience with Brigidine College and with conferences at Beaumont Hills and Greenacre.
The New Zealand massacre in March, brought the School community together in prayer and giving.
During Ramadan our SRC sponsored I ars across the three campuses. The innova on of our
Greenacre senior students working with and mentoring Year 7 and 8 students during homeroom has
been well received. The School has been working closely with the community programs of LMA and
Human Appeal, including the sponsorship of orphan children, establishing and maintaining nine water
wells in other parts of the world.
Malek Fahd is leading the way in the area of Wellbeing, with the Heads of Wellbeing developing
ini a ves and themes that encompass Kindergarten to 12 across the three campuses. Our student
leaders speak on these topics in the Friday Sermons. I am delighted our students are engaging in the
many co‐curricular ac vi es choir, nasheed groups, robo cs clubs as well as Quran and Public
speaking compe ons. Sport con nues to blossom with PSSA Primary sport at Greenacre and Hoxton
Park, gala days, Athle c carnivals, cross country and swimming carnivals, the Umrah pilgrimage are
signiﬁcant highlights for students.
I have been very impressed with the leadership of the SRC. In par cular I wish to acknowledge our
captains Ahmed Abid; Yasmine Bizri; Yahya Eid (VC); Yasmine Kheir (Greenacre); Medhat Omer:
Ayesha Rajwani; Mohamad Taha (VC) Beaumont Hills: Aadil Mohammed and Shaheen Khahil (Hoxton
Park) for their leadership and assistance to others.
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During the year we have undertaken signiﬁcant improvements to the facili es at each of the three campuses
including: the comple on of the car park, Food Technology room, three addi onal demountable buildings and
a Hall at Hoxton Park, Food Technology room and an addi onal demountable building at Beaumont Hills, in‐
stalla on of new air condi oners, the upgrade of the Greenacre Primary and Secondary Halls and the establish‐
ment of the Learning Support Centre at Greenacre. Technologically there have been signiﬁcant upgrades of
computer labs, the installa on of smart boards, upgrading internet facili es and security cameras at each of
the three campuses. This year we introduced academic, religious, all‐round and scholarships and bursaries.

With a focus on moving forward, this year there have been signiﬁcant changes to enhance the opera on of the
School, including the appointment of Mr David Hamper, Deputy Principal of Teaching and Learning. We are fur‐
ther building on our leadership structure to meet the needs of running a very large school. This will include the
introduc on of Deputy Heads of Campus, Assistant Heads of Mathema cs and English and Primary Stage Co‐
ordinators.
There have been signiﬁcant achievements for Malek Fahd this year. We cannot thank enough the con nued
hard work of the School Board for their excellent governance, wisdom and pa ence to steer the School. We
are grateful also to the signiﬁcant support from parents, the Parents Advisory Commi ee, with strong leader‐
ship from President Mr Mahmud and former President, Dr Fariha Dib, the wider community, our contractors
and suppliers.
Thank you to all students for your hard work this year. We celebrated each students’ achievements at the spe‐
cial Year 12 Presenta on Day at Stadium Australia, a ended by students from Kindergarten to Year 12 of each
of the three campuses and Kindergarten to Year 11 Presenta on Days held at each Campus.
It takes a terriﬁc team to run a dynamic and leading school. I thank Senior Execu ve Deputy Principals Mr Ah‐
med, Mr Lord, Mr Hamper and Business Manager Mr Aktypis, Sheikh Fawaz and Heads of Campus Mr Dib, Ms
El‐Ahmad, Ms Khan and Ms Kassem, curriculum leaders Mrs Bragg, Ms Mourad and Heads of Department,
Heads of Wellbeing for the three Campuses Ms Kbbar, Mr Khoder, Ms Charmand, Mr Saddik, Welfare and Year
Advisors, Teachers, Counsellors, Technology , Maintenance and Administra on Staﬀ across all three campuses.
A special thank you to our amazing teachers for what they do every day to meet the needs of the students in
their care. Their professionalism, dedica on and hard work is beyond measure, valued and appreciated. They
have given countless hours before and a er school, weekends and the holidays to support students. For this
we are all very grateful.
Sit back and enjoy the read as you reﬂect on the year of 2019.
Mr Bruce Rixon
Principal
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Message from the Board Chair
During 2019 the Board took steps to a empt to resolve the one remaining ma er associated
with the School’s funding. Hopefully, this ma er can now be resolved fairly soon.
Once this ma er is behind us, we can con nue to move forward and concentrate on providing
a quality educa on for all our students, without other distrac ons. The Board is commi ed to
doing everything needed to guarantee the long‐term future of the School.
Once again, the Board is very grateful for the trust the school community has placed in it dur‐
ing 2019, and the wonderful support and encouragement that has been provided.
It has been heartening to see that, even in the most challenging mes, the strong belief in the
School remained. Students, parents and Staﬀ are to be commended for this.
As you will see from the Principal’s Report, during 2019 many new programs and new pro‐
cesses were put in place. It has been exci ng to see this happen as these things are already
leading to improved learning experiences for the students. The Principal, Mr Rixon and the
Staﬀ are to be congratulated on these changes, and their commitment to the School.

DR JOHN BENNETT
Board Chair
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SCHOOL CHAPLAIN—SHEIKH FAWAZ KAMAZ
Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds, and may the blessings and peace of Allah
be upon our beloved Prophet Muhammad and his family and companions.
The Muslim is obedient to Allah, follows his guidance, seeks his protec on accepts
his decrees and always seeks to please him. He is a unique and remarkable person in
his a tude and conduct and his rela onships and dealings with others at all mes
and across all levels.
Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (SAW) was the last and ﬁnal prophet sent to mankind but was also unique
due to being the only prophet which was sent to the en re world. Previous prophets were sent for individual
na ons and tribes however, the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) was sent for the en re world and what it entails
with various missions. One of which is perfec ng manners/e que es of people, he was the best of crea on
with the best of manners which is aﬃrmed in Surat Al Qalam (Verse 4): “And verily you Oh Muhammad are
on an exalted, excellent character.”
Islam is more than just a religion of belief; it is a way of life which teaches us to have respect for everyone
and everything regardless of their faith, age, race, colour or social/wealth status. Manners and respect are a
major component of Tarbiyah (Islamic Code of Conduct) as a result of being implemented on a daily basis
with diﬀerent types of people in diﬀerent situa ons “Behave with the people in a respec ul manner. “ Man‐
ners and respect are both vital elements in Islam yet many Muslims negate the importance of the associa on
between the two, par cularly being muslims residing in western society we represent Islam whether we like
it or not. Every single one of us are ambassadors of this great religion and great prophet. Muslims should up‐
hold the religion of Islam through the manners of Islam as was said by Umar ibn Al Kha ab “Be callers to Is‐
lam whilst silent through your manners.”
Everyone is deserving of our respect, however at mes pride overcomes us, we may look down upon people
of diﬀerent status or behaviour to ourselves but we fail to realise the only diﬀerence is Taqwa (God con‐
sciousness). In con nua on the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) said “The best of you are those with the best
manners,” many of us respect those who are undeserving of it more than those who are such as our parents.
Good treatment of our parents is of utmost importance that it is men oned with worshipping Allah “say not
to them [so much as], uﬀ, and do not repel them but speak to them a noble word. “The above verse empha‐
sised the extent to which we should respect our parents with not so much as the word “UFF,” our parents are
the most deserving of our respect yet many of us barely respect them. Teachers also are deserving of respect
as they sacriﬁce to educate and guide students. “Knowledge cannot be gained without respect.”
In conclusion, respect is not limited to Muslims and those you know but rather it includes non‐muslims. Allah
says about the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) “ Indeed we sent you but a mercy to the en re mankind,” this in‐
cludes Muslims and non‐Muslims alike, those that we know and those that we don’t, those we agree with
and those we disagree with.
I would like to thank all the teachers in my department for their con nued hard work and dedica on in guid‐
ing the students to uphold the true values of this religion.
Sheikh Fawaz Kamaz
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL - PASTORAL CARE & COMMUNITY
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakaatuhu

On reﬂec on the year 2019 was a worthwhile one as a lot was achieved. The
school started with a new execu ve structure with pastoral and community as a
new area of focus. .At Malek Fahd, the Pastoral care was seen as the area for
School Chaplin/ one School Counsellor and two Welfare Coordinators who were supposed to coun‐
sel students who were having behaviour, social, personal issues at home and in school.
The beneﬁt of Pastoral Care was never celebrated or seen as adding value to the children holis c
educa on and social development, which is now part of the school strategic plan. The focus of
school was strong on academic excellence and guarding the metable on maximum face‐to‐face
teaching me. This change may be hard to embrace by some but necessary in this fast pace chang‐
ing world where students will need to build resilience to ﬁt into the new unpredictable digital revo‐
lu on that is changing the mind set in the way we used to think, write, talk and learn.
Now the school has ini ated policies, processes, programs and prac ces to deliver with the purpose
of suppor ng and enhancing the wellbeing of students who may be overwhelmed by the demands
placed on them. In coming years there is a need to develop some more Service‐Learning Programs
for students and Professional Development sessions for teachers so they may be be er skilled to
relate to children and be looked a er be er as well.
The school has well developed policies like An bullying, Welfare, and Child Protec on to name a
few to provide a safe and suppor ve environment which encompass the mental, physical, and emo‐
onal wellbeing of the large student popula on who come from a very diverse cultural socioeco‐
nomic background. Many are recent migrants who are adjus ng to the demanding life of a metro‐
politan city and parents and community having very high academic expecta ons from their children.
The pastoral care of students is the responsibility of all members of staﬀ at Malek Fahd, we have
introduced homeroom across all campuses from K‐12 now every class gets 15 minutes during the
day where teachers and students are given me to connect informally or formally through bulle ns
prepared weekly on a theme by both Primary and Secondary wellbeing coordinators which is prov‐
ing to be very beneﬁcial. The House structure may be a way forward, to be er connect teachers
with students and build a posi ve rela onship, which will be implemented as per strategic plan by
2020.
Ramadan is very special at school. Classroom decora on, dona ons for charity, Quran compe ons
and Ramadan I ars were the highlights for the month. All four campuses organised very successful
I ar dinners for the children and families. The month had shortened days and school ﬁnished at
2pm. We also had Quran compe on within the campus than selected students converge at
Greenacre for the compe on towards the end of Ramadan. Also, Islamic Studies department or‐
ganised a trivia compe on for Years7‐10. A er Ramadan students were back into the full day rou‐
ne
Wellbeing Programs
The wellbeing ini a ve were running throughout the year 25 in primary and 49 in secondary across
all campuses. In Secondary Campuses, the nursing home visits were a hit with the residents and
year12 students and the visits has con nued by year 11 students and wellbeing coordinators. The
wellbeing, welfare and teachers organised many assemblies to celebrate the importance of harmony
day, greatest morning tea, pink and white ribbon day, reconcilia on week with smoking ceremony
performed by one of the elders of the community. These days have given understanding to student
as to why we have these days and do a li le fund raising for the less fortunate. The wellbeing pro‐
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grams are making students connect with reali es in life.

Homeroom
The homeroom has been established at all campuses by term 3 2019, at least all students now have the opportuni‐
ty to connect with their teachers and year advisors and share any issues or concerns or go over the topics that our
wellbeing coordinators prepare which are forwarded to all teachers by Thursday a ernoon both the primary and
secondary campuses. A lot of posi ve feedback has come from campus teachers of the beneﬁts to the students as
well as the variety of wellbeing ac vi es has given students a diﬀerent perspec ve to life. The sheiks and senior
students who do Friday sermons include the themes of bulle ns and relate to Islamic ethos thus giving the stu‐
dents the relevance. Scope and sequence has been developed for the whole year for both Primary and Secondary
school so all relevant programs are aligned to the topics or themes of the week. This will give Islamic perspec ve to
the students and make them connect and appreciate as well as align speciﬁc events with special days on our school
calendar.
Suppor ng Families struggling ﬁnancially
The school has iden ﬁed around 10 families with 20 plus children from Year 1‐ year 10 who are in genuine need for
help with school fees, uniforms and book packs. We have some parents from the business community helping pay
much of the en re fees of some students for some me now.
The school has been kind enough to waive the fees of young families who have recently lost the bread winners un‐
l the end of year, however these single mothers have come up with some plan to pay up some fees and we are
going to the community to get the balance paid, so the debt doesn’t accumulate. We are very thankful to the mem‐
bers of community for providing the funds and not wan ng to be named or acknowledged.
Scholarships
We have started to extend the scholarship program started in 2018 to our ﬁnancially struggling parents and to re‐
tain and reward children who are doing excep onally well in NAPLAN and All Well tests. We have recently provided
scholarship to a family of 3 children with 2 full year fee free academic scholarship and another family with excep‐
onal results in All Well, NAPLAN and ICAS tests 2 children with full fee academic scholarship. Both These families
are at Hoxton Park.
We have also promised 2 students at Greenacre Primary Scholarship into year 7 full fees free scholarship for 2020
as they scored the top marks in All Well test. There are numerous students on Sheik and academic or bursaries
scholarships
University Muslim Associa ons
We have made contact with the former students and they are happy to arrange mee ngs to introduce us to Mus‐
lim Students Associa ons in NSW who will be holding large scale Islamic Conference at the end of year. They would
like us to give them guidance as to what our needs are so they may tailor the program for our year 12 students we
are s ll in the process of building connec ons.
Careers Day
All the ﬁve former students who came to school today a er talking to Year 12 students set with Mr Ahmed, Sk
Fawaz and Ms Khalaf. They help work out the Alumni who can come on the Thursday 1stAugust from diﬀerent ﬁelds
of study to school and take part in school organised whole day Careers Day for our Years 10/11 and 12 Students at
Greenacre for all campuses
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Similarly, we are trying to get our Alumni, the professionals who are working in various ﬁelds and some are becom‐
ing parents who are in work force to come in and provide some regular talks and mentoring to our students from K‐
12.
ALUMNI
We have a few alumni who are regular to school to give sermons on Fridays and Sheik Fawaz has being also encour‐
aging the Alumni to be more ac ve in school ac vi es.
We want to have some posi ve contribu ons from alumni. We have many names we need to make contact with
and ac vate the former students.
I have approached a couple of alumni who are at Universi es around Sydney and they have come to school to talk
to Year 11/12 about transi oning into Universi es. Talk about Careers and their experiences during Careers Day.
Through Islamic campus groups provide support to students who may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to adjust in their ﬁrst year and
let students know of what other established support are available at various Universi es.
A few former students who are currently at various Universi es have come in term 3 to talk to our Year 12 students
on the following:
Their experiences in transi oning into university, use of me, assignments and balance of study and part me
work
Support services available, making friends.
Choosing courses and, changing courses.
Diﬀerence between the high school life and ter ary life
Joining student associa ons and chari es.
We want these students to mentor our year 12 in helping choose courses, se ling at University and answering any
ongoing ques ons or quires, this will be a great help as all our students who complained about the school not pre‐
paring them into transi oning from dependent school life into independent university life. This is the baby steps
into what we are planning to have our students se le and then ask our Alumni to set up MFIS induc on sessions
at various university as we have very large presence of our alumni at the ﬁve major universi es.
2019 has been a successful year as we are amongst few top school in our NAPLAN results as per Media analysis for
last 5 years. Also our HSC results are pleasing as we had 122 candidates who got 85 band 6 and 227 band 5 and 51
students in achievers list in Sydney Morning Herald .We had 22 students who had an ATAR over 90,with highest be‐
ing 99.5.I would like to congratulate students and the teachers who made it possible by helping and guiding these
students achieve. Some of the students who came in for morning tea a er the results come out were thankful to
the teachers who put in extra eﬀort in and for providing mo va ons that got them through.
I would take this opportunity to thank the principal Mr Rixon ,Depu es Mr Lord, Mr Hamper, the Head of Campus
Ms El Ahmed, Mr Dib, Ms Kassem, Ms Khan the Primary Wellbeing Ms Charmand, Mr Yaccoub, the Secondary Well‐
being coordinators Ms Kbbar, Mr Khoder, Welfare Coordinators and the teachers and staﬀ from all campuses for
the dedica on and the support they provided to make the school and students beneﬁt the posi ve changes we
tried to implement during the year and hope for similar team support in 2020.
Aiyub Ahmed
Deputy Principal
Pastoral Care & Community
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TEACHING AND LEARNING REPORT 2019
2019 marked another very successful year for the School in terms of its academic pro‐
gram. The year saw a number of ﬁrsts for Malek Fahd Islamic School. Students at our
Hoxton Park Campus commenced senior studies for the ﬁrst me and we look for‐
ward to welcoming the ﬁrst Year 12 graduates from the campus in 2020. For the ﬁrst
me students from the School also had the opportunity to complete part of their
studies through TAFE. The introduc on of Voca onal Educa on marks new opportuni‐
es for our students to diversify their programs of study and undertake na onally ac‐
credited voca onal courses. In 2019 a number of students from the Greenacre Secondary campus
studied Construc on, 2020 will see a further expansion of this program with more courses oﬀered
as well as students from Hoxton Park joining the program.
Our teaching staﬀ have worked relessly throughout 2019 to implement new curriculum across
many subject areas. A key focus in primary has been on preparing for a new curriculum in Personal
Development, Health and Physical Educa on that will begin in 2020. There has also been a focus on
enhancing reading and comprehension skills within the primary program. Staﬀ have engaged in
considerable professional development and have worked to further imbed explicit instruc on of
these vital skills across the curriculum. Reading will con nue to be a key focus area for enhance‐
ment across 2020.
Book Week was celebrated enthusias cally by students across all our campuses this year. Students
engaged in ac vi es, book swaps and special events to enhance their reading skills and more im‐
portantly their passion for reading. We know that students who read, in all years, are far more likely
to succeed in their schooling. It was pleasing that so many of our students also par cipated in the
Premier’s Reading Challenge this year. A new ini a ve introduced in 2019 was public speaking com‐
pe ons across the school. Preparing and delivering a speech in front of on audience is a daun ng
challenge but one that many of our students rose to it and it was wonderful to witness so many stu‐
dents par cipate.
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathema cs) has become a major talking point in
educa on in recent years. In 2019 Malek Fahd Islamic School launched the STEAM Working Party –
a group of enthusias c staﬀ across all four campuses to begin to develop STEAM based opportuni‐
es. 2019 saw the working party develop and pilot a number of ini a ves across the School. Some
of these included; a mathema cs focused project piloted with kindergarten students at Hoxton
Park, an engineering and bridge building ac vity with Stage 3 students at Beaumont Hills, robo cs
programs at Beaumont Hills and Greenacre and integrated learning programs incorpora ng Design
and Technology, Visual Arts and Music and another involving Science, Geography and English.
These STEAM ini a ves will be expanded in the coming year to provide more opportuni es to more
students to develop their skills and knowledge in this important area. Two signiﬁcant highlights
from 2019 was the outstanding performance of our Greenacre Primary Robo cs Team in the Lego
First Robo cs City Shaper Compe on. The team achieved 1st place in the research award and was
admirably led by their mentor Mr Aqeel Mukaddam from the IT Department. The second notable
achievement in this area was the acceptance of Malek Fahd Islamic School into the pres gious
STEM Academy at the University of Sydney. This will enable a number of our staﬀ to receive free
extensive professional development and expert advice and mentoring to implement signiﬁcant
STEAM based projects in 2020.
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MR DAVID HAMPER ‐ DEPUTY PRINCIPAL—TEACHING AND LEARNING

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL OF OPERATIONS
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakaatuhu

2019 has been an eventful year, full of achievements, contributions in
academic, well-being, sporting, and civic areas. Once again we have
maintained our very high educational standards while guiding the personal and social development of more than 2700 students.
Our school values of personal excellence, religious understanding, respect, responsibility, integrity, cooperation, understanding, tolerance
and inclusion underpin our strong learning culture allowing students from 40 different cultural backgrounds to learn harmoniously, enjoy respectful relationships and
celebrate diversity. A learning
environment such as this provides a strong foundation for students to achieve their dreams and aspirations.
Our strong learning culture, the noteworthy achievements of students and dedication of staff
demonstrates very clearly that the extraordinary can be achieved when teachers and students work in
partnership for a common purpose.
The 2019 NESA inspection allowed our school to demonstrate once again our strengths as an
educational organisation. Through teamwork, dedication and hard work all staff contributed to and
prepared pertinent school documents and information for the NESA inspection. Also, Significant
School funding grants have been lodged through the ‘Local Schools Community Fund’ and ‘National
School Chaplaincy Project’. This funding will be used to support student well-being with Counsellors
and Chaplains to be maintained in our Schools.
Our School growth is a testament to our educational direction towards student engagement through
the offering of extensive co-curricular activities including leadership programs, opportunities in sport,
Quran competitions, interfaith seminars, charity fundraising, debating and public speaking, and
interest groups ranging from Nasheed performances to the choir performing at the Year 12 graduation
at Homebush. These activities support the personal, social and ethical growth of each individual,
allowing them to explore their talents and interests and develop the attitudes and skills for lifelong
learning.
Strong school/parent partnerships are essential to student success and wellbeing and I acknowledge
the dedicated band of parents who have worked tirelessly for the good of the school. The dedication
of the School Board, the parents of the Parents Advisory Committee, parent/teacher meetings,
carnivals, presentation days, graduation ceremonies, and events showcasing individual and group
performances and achievements has been an important component of our educational partnership.
Congratulations also to our fabulous students who seized the learning opportunities offered
throughout 2019. Their willingness to embrace our ‘Work is Worship’ culture, Islamic values,
enthusiasm for learning, teamwork, care and compassion ensure that our school will continue to be
successful.
Stephen Lord
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2019 Wellbeing Reprt

A whole-school approach to wellbeing is about creating a safe and supportive environment in schools, one that
enhances all dimensions of health and the development of students. Dodge et al. (2012) state that wellbeing is
the "balance point between an individual's resource pool and the challenges faced." In other words, people can
only thrive when they have the resources to address the adversities they face.
At Malek Fahd Islamic School, we have made significant progress in the area of Wellbeing. The School has developed a Wellbeing Framework that encompasses grade K-12. All our wellbeing initiatives have been mapped
to this framework. This has provided greater clarity and consistency across the whole School. Types of wellbeing activities include workshops, mentoring, advocacy, community service, leadership/team building. The
School has also put measures in place to help students that require additional support due to wellbeing concerns.
The facilitators of such wellbeing activities include class teachers, counsellors, sheikhs, students, alumni, external presenters/mentors and wellbeing staff. In this way, all stakeholders have a role to play in improving the
wellbeing of students. Staff will also be involved in the review of wellbeing initiatives as we move towards
2020. By ensuring that students acquire vital social and emotional skills at school, we equip them with the necessary tools they need to establish and maintain positive relationships and make responsible decisions. This has
a positive impact on their whole life – well after the student has completed school.
The homeroom bulletin and activities continue to serve a wide range of purposes. It has been introduced over
the whole School in similar formats with 15 minutes of the day dedicated to completing wellbeing activities that
focus on improving wellbeing outcomes as well as connecting with staff, colleagues and fellow pupils to create
a supportive environment. Preparations are underway to devise a yearly scope and sequence of home room
themes for years K-12 across all campuses. This will again ensure consistency across the School.
The peer support program which runs during home room time and is facilitated by the student representative
council, provides an invaluable opportunity for our senior students to connect with the junior students in a mentoring capacity. This has enabled our student leaders to further develop their leadership skills and forge positive
relationships with the younger students. Further to this, the home room themes now align with the Friday Sermons delivered at School.
This year, our senior students from Greenacre and Beaumont Hills are participating in nursing home visits. By
engaging in volunteer work, students have an opportunity to learn experientially. They discover where their passions lie while undertaking ‘feel good’ projects that truly make a difference. The visits have proven very popular
amongst students. Our students have demonstrated exemplary behaviour and empathy. The elderly residents
thoroughly enjoy the company of our students as they provide companionship, play board games, help with gardening and arts and crafts during visits.
Mrs H. Kbbar & Mr B. Khoder
Heads of Wellbeing
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HEAD OF CAMPUS REPORT

Assalamu Alaikum Wa Rahimatullahi Wa Barakatuhu
It is an honor to be writing this message as the Head of Campus for Malek
Fahd Islamic School - Beaumont Hills Campus. The Campus first opened its
doors in April of 2011 and has been in operation for almost 9 years. In those
9 years, the Campus has grown from 22 students in Years K-2 to 390 students in Years K-12. I look forward to the amazing future of the Beaumont Hills Campus.
Having taken the leadership role of an ever-growing campus was not an easy task but with the support
of the parent community and the commitment of the Campus staff, it has been a great journey so far. It
has been gratifying to see our school community working together hand in hand and growing from
strength to strength.
This year I had the opportunity to be part of the Strategic Planning for the School together with other
stakeholders to plan on how the School can best fulfil its vision of catering to the needs of all its students and not leaving any child behind. This is an exciting time for all of us as we move forward with the
success of all our children in mind and not simply academic success. Programs and initiatives such as
wellbeing, wider community involvement and more sporting opportunities are already in place. I look
forward to the rich curriculum the School plans to deliver.
Of course, we need the environment to be able to deliver the curriculum and the School is committed to
providing this environment. This year alone, our Campus has had Clevertouch interactive screens installed in all primary classrooms, all staff have received new laptops, additional learning support and
teacher’s aide have been placed in classrooms, the carpark had speed breakers and bollards installed,
security cctv cameras have been placed all over the Campus, specialist music room and Food Technology room have been fitted with equipment and 24 hour security for the Campus provided.
The School’s commitment to providing excellent education to our children is evident in the school’s
teaching programs which incorporate modern pedagogies and is aligned with the current NESA Syllabus and Curriculum. The Campus has been involved in various exciting activities such as outsourced
sports programs, Gala days, Harmony Day, Scholastic Book Fair and Character Parade, Athletics Carnival, Jeans for Genes Day, Cancer Council NSW Pink Ribbon Day, Literacy and Numeracy Week, Science Week, Walk Safely to School Day, ANZAC Commemoration and various incursions and excursions which have enhanced the classroom learning. Our Campus has also been involved in charities
such as Shoebox4 Syria, Food and Blanket Drive and Amazon Rainforest. It was proud moment when
students from the Campus participated in the Hills Shire Council’s Orange Blossom Festival: Voices in
Bloom Public Speaking Competition with 2 students winning second places in their category. Students
participated in the inter-campus Quran competition and primary students in the Years K-6 in the public
speaking competition.
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HEAD OF CAMPUS REPORT (cont.)

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our supportive teachers, students, admin staff and parents.
I look forward to your continued support. I would especially like to thank the Campus primary and secondary coordinators and the administration staff. I also wish to thank the School Principal, Mr Rixon and
the Deputy Principals, Mr Hamper, Mr Lord and Mr Ahmed for their leadership.
I wish everyone a great summer holidays and may Allah (SWT) shower his blessings on you and your
families.

Mehar Khan
Head of Campus
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Learning Support

This year we’ve had the privilege of extending our learning support team in primary at Beaumont hills.
We’ve had Mrs Zainab join the team as TA and Mrs Khazma Return from Maternity Leave as the
Learning Support Teacher.
Mrs Zainab has been working with the K-2 students implementing our great MiniLit program and other
group activities in addition to one on one support. The students have made positive progress
in phonics, reading, comprehension and mathematical skills.
Mrs Khazma is currently working with years 3-6 in primary. By engaging students in learning by reenforcing and building upon key skills relating to reading, comprehension and a range of mathematical
areas and topics. This aims in addressing gaps in understanding and applying comprehension strategies and mathematical formulas.
Our dedicated team encourage our valued students to do their best and assist with extending their
learning and social skills. Our aim is to guide our students with extra support to help achieve their full
potential.
It has been our pleasure to see the growth of our students.
Mrs Khazma and Mrs Zainab.
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Library Report
Reading is the best secret power!
Our Library is open three days a week for students from Kindergaten to year 12. Each class visits the
library every week follwing the structured time table. During the library classes, books are read to primary school students and they watch stories online. Other activities such as wordsearch, colouring activities and online games on interactive white board follows. Students suggesstions are taken for adding
books to our collection and teacher’s resources are ordered as per need. Our Student Library Assistants have been of great help with shelving books and keeping the library neat and tidy.
It was a wonderful year working with students and teachers of Beaumont Hills campus. The “Book
Week”celebration was a great highlight this year whereby high school and primary teachers and students all dressed up in amazing character costumes . We organised assemblies for Primary and High
School students separately. Also we had an Author talk by John Larkin for years 6 to year 11. Students
enjoyed his talk.“Book Fair” was also a great success and we received $1841 worth of books for our
library from Scholastics.
What students say about the Library.
Our Library is one of the best places in our school because I get to read interesting books. Naisha Bhuiyan 4Y
Library is a spectacular place as it makes me imagine myself in wonderland. Aaminah Parkar 4Y
Library is an hour of fun and joy. Alishba Khattak. 6Y
The Library has always been a very exciting place for me as I discover new and amazing books to
read. Rubab Hasan 6Y
Entering the library an explosion of colours fills my eyes. Fatin Hayder 6Y
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School Captain Report
Being representatives of Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills was truly a rewarding and memorable experience.
We have had a long relationship with this campus since 2012 so it brought us great pride and honour to
be bestowed with the responsibility in leading our school and second home to greater success. Spending these past 8 years in this school gave us the opportunity to see it grow and flourish into what it is
today. Being a part of a small tight knitted school community has created an inseparable and lifelong
bond between our peers. We have had our ups and downs in school, but we pushed each other constantly to thrive and achieve the best.
Together we worked with the SRC’s and the school community to ensure Malek Fahd continues to
have its safe and fun environment. From organising weekly interactive assemblies that focused on
spreading the awareness of current world issues to fundraisers such as bake and hot food stalls. We
ensured our entire school community had to opportunity to get involved as well as have fun and make
long lasting memories along the way. Also, with the help of our teachers we participated in initiatives
such as the food and blanket drive, the domestic violence march and volunteered at aged care centers.
We continuously tried to give back to not only the school community but also the wider community,
which not only created a sense of fulfillment in our hearts but also ensured we maintained a positive
learning environment for our peers.
Being in the last stage of schooling made us realise the importance of education. Although we endured
long stressful nights and had large stacks of homework most days, us alongside the rest of the year 12
cohort pushed and guided each other to achieve our best. The support from one another really helped
as well as the encouragement from our teachers who were always there to provide us with helpful advice whenever the stress levels got too high for us. Our friends were also always there to help us to balance the responsibilities of being an School leader alongside the school work that piled on our desk.
With the school year coming to an end it brings us much sorrow to say goodbye to this stage of our
lives. We couldn’t have imagined spending it anywhere except Malek Fahd. The school provided us
with countless good memories and taught us many unforgettable lessons that not only would help us in
a classroom but outside in the real world. Malek Fahd helped develop our values, and moulded us into
the people we are today. It brought us great honour to be the School Captains of Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills 2019, this school will be truly missed.
Yours truly
Ayesha Rajwani and Medhat Omer
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KINDERGARTEN REPORT

This year has been a fascinating and memorable year in many
different ways for students of KG. The kindergarten students
have grown so much both academically and socially. Students
adapted quickly, and most were making good progress by the
end of term two. To develop good healthy habits, students participated in sports and had crunch and sip to encourage them
to eat fruits & vegetables daily.
To develop greater knowledge and understanding of content in
the different key learning areas, the students participated in
incursions, excursions, and several whole school activities.
Term One was exciting as it was a ‘new beginning’ for the little ones. New friendships and opportunities, including acquiring skills required to play gymnastics.
Settling into school proved to be no challenge for these young
learners as they picked up our school routine in no time. We
had a special visit from Healthy Harold when the Life Education van came to visit us. Students were exposed to concepts
such as artefacts and their importance in History. Thank you
to parents for providing photographs and artefacts about their
history. The most anticipated, informative and enjoyed activity
was the excursion to The Powerhouse Museum.
Term two was a busy term, as we welcomed Ramadhan and
prepared for our stage performance. Students participated in
Harmony Day and enjoyed dressing up in orange clothes.
Term Three was another fantastic term. At this stage, Kindergarten demonstrated growth and independence. The students showcased their skills in the Athletics Carnival and dressing up for Character
Parade. Completing the Premiers Challenge was another great accomplishment.
Finally, Term Four consisted of wrapping up what we have learnt throughout the year. Students enjoyed participating in the cricket programme this term. We celebrated the end of Kindergarten with students graduating and receiving individual awards.
Yes! This has been a tremendously successful year. I want
to thank all our parents for their continued support and cooperation during the year. I wish all the little one’s good luck
and success in their future.
Mrs Rehana
Kindergarten Teacher
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KINDERGARTEN REPORT (cont.)
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YEAR 1 REPORT

Year one students at Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills have had many exciting learning adventures and experiences this year. Students participated in many different incursions, excursions and other whole school activities to help them develop skills needed.
In Term One, students participated in our Gymnastics
program, where they learnt and enjoyed many different
skills. Students enjoyed celebrating Harmony Day where
they learnt to appreciate and respect other cultures and
traditions. The students took part in the Life Education
program, where they
learnt about making
healthy choices. In
term One we also had
a visit from the Hills
Shire Library to present
information to encourage our year one students to join the One
Reading Club. It was a great presentation as students enjoyed listening to stories read to them and were given information needed regarding how the reading club works. This presentation encouraged
students to read more and be part of the reading club.
The highlight of Term 2 was our excursion to the Powerhouse Museum where students participated in the present and past family life
program. Year one students enjoyed exploring various hands on activities and learnt about family life in the past and present.
In Term Three, the students loved showcasing their skills in our annual Athletics Carnival. We were also busy reading books for the Premiers Reading Challenge as well as taking part in our Book Week Parade, where students and teachers dressed as their favourite superhero book character. The students
had an opportunity to take part in the Billy Carter incursion. The students also enjoyed taking part in our
sports program Little Athletics.
Lastly, in term four students enjoyed participating in cricket and were well engaged and enjoyed learning all the skills. We also celebrated the end of year with a special assembly where the students received special awards for their efforts and excellent work in 2019.
This year has been a successful year for our year one’s 2019 with many great experiences and memories. I would like to take the opportunity to thank all our parents for their hard work on supporting their
child and their cooperation this year. I wish all the students of year one good luck for next year and success in their future.
Mrs Tamana
Year one Teacher
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YEAR 1 REPORT (cont.)
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YEAR 2 REPORT

The Year Two students at Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills have had many exciting learning adventures this
year!
In Term One, the students participated and learnt new skills as part of our
Gymnastics program. The students
also enjoyed celebrating Harmony
Day and sharing in the cultural feast.
They learnt about a diverse range of
cultures and the value of inclusiveness. Year Two also enjoyed reading
the book ‘Billionaire Boy’ and were
excited to visit the Riverside Theatre
in Parramatta to see the live stage
production of this fabulous story!
The highlight of Term Two was our
visit to the Rouse Hill House and
Farm, where students experienced
an old school classroom and compared how different it is to our
schooling system today. They also enjoyed learning about how children and families lived back in the
1800’s, including dressing up in traditional outfits. We also had our wonderful Ramadan and Eid assembly, where students dressed in their traditional clothes. Students also enjoyed learning about water
safety and developing swimming skills at our local swimming centre.
In Term Three, the students were busy reading books for the Premiers Reading Challenge, as well as
taking part in Book Week and the Character Book Parade, where students (and even teachers) dressed
up as their favourite book characters. The students loved showcasing their skills in our annual Athletics
Carnival and all K-2 students received a participation ribbon. The students also enjoyed taking part in
our Billy Cart incursion as well as the Tree Planting Day. The students also developed a range of gross
motor skills in the Little Athletics program.
Lastly, in Term Four the students enjoyed participating in our cricket program where they learnt new
skills. Finally, the students ended the year by celebrating their success in the annual school Awards
Ceremony.
Mrs Sekandari, Mrs Barez and Miss Ruzmina have had a delightful year teaching Year Two students
who have shown great growth and progress. As always, we are thankful for the support and cooperation of all of our amazing students and parents. We wish you every success in Year Three and we will
miss you! Have a safe and wonderful holiday!

Mrs Sekandari, Mrs Barez and Mrs Ruzmina
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YEAR 2 REPORT (cont.)
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YEAR 3 REPORT
2019, was an eventful year for students of Year 3 at Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills. Students participated
in various fun activities with great enthusiasm and motivation. Term 1 was a challenging term as students started classes at 8.20 a.m. They were provided with the opportunity to participate in Numeracy
and Literacy Enrichment classes to help them build on their comprehension and problem solving skills
in preparation for our first NAPLAN.
The Numeracy program was differentiated to cater for the needs of all
the students. Student’s interests were maintained through interactive
activities and games to motivate and enhance their knowledge and
understanding. The literacy program involved Reading and Viewing,
Writing, Speaking and Listening thus providing an opportunity to develop comprehension skills such as identifying detail, main idea, sequencing and compare and contrast. Students regularly engaged in
spelling activities which assisted them in identifying rules and develop
their semantic, synthetic and morphemic knowledge and understanding.
In History and Geography, students learnt about celebrations around
the world. Students were encouraged to reflect upon customs and
practices of their family as well as other families and cultures worldwide. Students had fun travelling as we learned about ‘Celebrations
and Remembrances’ around the world and Australia’s neighbours in
History and Geography. They also explored this great country of ours
through the eyes of the famous Australian artists Ken Done, Brett Whitely and Sarah Morgan. Students
also visited The Blue Mountains and Wattamolla National Park.
Science program was integrated with English and other key learning areas. Through hands on activities
and investigations, students were able to describe, analyse, compare and contrast various real life situations. During ICT lesson students were encouraged to research. They also produced many creative
work using Word documents and PowerPoint presentations
In PDH, students have developed their knowledge of interpersonal relationship, learning how to get
along with others. Students learnt how to behave in an emergency situation as well as identifying people who are safe to interact with. Students’ enjoyed participating in ‘Life Education: Healthy Harold’
where they learnt the importance of Cyber Safety. In sports students were involved in many fun activities such as gymnastics, little athletics and swimming.
There were so many extra activities for Year 3 to participate in this year such as the Athletics carnival,
Ramadan and Eid competitions, public speaking, Spelling Bee, the Premier’s Reading Challenge, Harmony Day activities, Jeans for Genes Day, Eid Festival, Book fair and character parade. Such a variety
of activities provided students with opportunities to share their talents and passions with the school
community.
This year was a fun experience, but also a rewarding one. Students grew in confidence and independence throughout as they developed skills that will benefit them throughout their lives. We would like to
thank parents and students for their commitment and tremendous work during NAPLAN, excursions
and other school events.
Ms Usman and Mrs Munshad
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YEAR 3 REPORT (cont.)
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YEAR 4 REPORT

This year was a successful one thanks to our teachers Mrs Musa, Mrs Naaman and Mrs Colledge for
sharing their knowledge and love with us. Another huge thanks to our Arabic and Quran teachers Shiek
Khalil, Miss Altaf and Mrs Athar.
We had lots of fun celebrating different events such as the Book Fair, Eid, Ramadan, Jeans for Genes
Day, Harmony Day, Bake Sales and so much more!
We had to two brilliant excursions to Scenic World, Blue Mountains and Brewongle National Park. At
Scenic World, we went on four fantastic rides, which were the Railway, Walkway, Cable Way and Sky
Way. Brewongle Park was just as fun too! We learnt about the Aboriginal culture and even painted ourselves!
To all our friends of Year 4 2019, we wish you the very best in Year 5 and for your future studies. In
Shaa Allah, it will be easy, enjoyable and we will learn lots more along the way!
Have a lovely and safe holiday.
Written by Naisha Bhuiyan and Sarina Kazi
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YEAR 5 REPORT
“Successful and unsuccessful people do not vary greatly in their abilities. They vary in their desires to reach their potential.” – John Maxwell
Our 2019 school year has been a year rich of learning and sharing life experiences. We were fortunate
enough to take Year 5 on their tumultuous journey throughout this year. We started with a variety of fun
and educational activities and must acknowledge the creativity of work and skills that students have
gained throughout year. This year we have watched our students grow, become decision-makers and
become a vital part of the community as a whole.
We studied Australian history
and Aboriginal culture in Term
One and students of Year 5
showed a great interest towards
learning more as reflected in
their amazing assignments and
posters. We participated in a lot
of drama activities this year
which created a fun and excited
learning environment. Every minute of Term One was enjoyable.
In Term Two we had variety of
activities engaged in research
stations and more technology
sessions during computer time. They had the chance to web search study, paint program and type their
work. It has been a great pleasure to see them build their skills over time.
In sports this year, we had a variety of sports programs such as athletics, gymnastics, swimming, soccer, cricket and many more. Through sports, we learned how crucial teamwork is, accepting everyone
no matter who they are or where they come from and learning to admit defeat.
Our Athletics carnival was a wonderful experience for everyone, where we had a wonderful day with
our students, parents and teachers.
I would like to commend students for their effort and their hard work throughout this school year and I
would like to thank all the parents for their support, efforts and contributions.
The whole of Year 5 was represented well by their elected SRC members: Danial Farooq, Yusra Ashraf, Zarif Amin, and Fatima Azom. Congratulations on your hard work.
Through all of this, homeroom teachers Mrs Karan and Mrs Esmat looked on proudly; celebrating in
their accomplishments and trying to guide them from afar. Looking back at 2019, it seemed as through
the year passed in a flash. And as it was winding to an end, we all look forward to an even more brilliant
2020 at Malek Fahd in Beaumont Hills.
“Failure is the opportunity to begin again more intelligently.” – Henry Ford
Year 5 Teachers: Mrs Sannai Esmat and Mrs Vandana Karan
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YEAR 6 REPORT

Vibrant, enthusiastic and eager are just some of the words that could be used to describe the current
students of Year 6. They are a wonderful collection of children who this year have worked tremendously
hard as individuals as well as in groups. It has been an incredible and eventful year and all the students
should be applauded
for their astounding
work ethic.
The students have
adopted a positive
mindset and have
shown their industrious
capabilities when
faced with challenges.
They have actively engaged in their learning
and have explored a
range of topics including earthquakes, Aboriginal Australia, electricity and diversity
across Asia. The students have also developed their higher-order
thinking skills and
some children are now
capable of solving
complex and intriguing
problems.
Across the academic year, Year 6 students have put together some of the most entertaining and enjoyable assembly performances Malek Fahd has ever known. The children showed their confidence and
acting skills in plays such as “The Girl Who Cried Wolf”, “The Dapper Drummer of Beaumont Hills”, and
“Beauty is a Beast”. For each of these performances, the students overcame their doubts and hesitations to
The excursion to Bathurst was an amazing experience for the students. They were able to search for
gold, learn about the history of the Gold Rush era and climb out of an actual mine! The students’ behaviour during the trip was outstanding and we hope that they will reflect fondly on the time that they
spent at camp with their friends.
We would like to congratulate every student in Year 6 for a successful year. The hard work that you
have all put in has paid off and you are all exceptional individuals who will go on to do great things.
We wish you all the best for the future.

Regards,
Miss Sajea Baburi and Mr Hamza Imadojemun.
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HIGH SCHOOL COORDINATOR’S REPORT

It has been a great year at our campus especially with the growth of
the campus. This is the second year for our HSC students. As our
academic year draws to a close, we have much to celebrate and happy memories. Under the outstanding leadership of Mr Bruce Rixon,
the campus has taken a new direction towards providing educational
needs such as a new kitchen in TAS room and demountable. The future of our campus looks very positive as a master plan is currently
underway to construct additional buildings.
Most importantly our students have enjoyed another fabulous year.
They have excelled in so many fields it is impossible to list them all. The highlights of the events were
the Ramadan Iftar dinner, School athletics carnival and Harmony day celebrations.
Support classes were provided from Years 7-9 students particularly in English and Mathematics. Enrichment activities included basketball, Steam, Yoga, Public Speaking and Volleyball.
Elevate Study Workshop was introduced this year for all classes from 7 - 12 guiding our students on
how to engage in class and learn time management skills. This workshop will be ongoing in years to
come.
The great team consists of 18 staff members who should be commendable for their hard work throughout the year. We should always seek to do better, to challenge ourselves and our students to set the
highest standards and achieve the desired goals.
I would like to wish you all the very best in near future.
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT REPORT

Most of us have an idea of who we are but as Shakespeare said we don’t really know who we may be.
This may be why students and teachers in the English Faculty are excited about our subject. More than
any other subject, English provides us with opportunities to understand the human condition and ourselves. We respond to texts to add meaning and joy in our lives and compose texts to express all facets
of our experiences.
From Year 7 to Year 12, English students have enjoyed and sometimes struggled as they responded to
a variety of texts.
A highlight this year was our involvement in the Orange Blossom Festival. Two of our students came
second in their age group in the Public Speaking Competition, Blooming Voices. Congratulations to Mubarak Tajudeen in Year 9 and Hajeera Ahonzada in Year 10.
Another highlight was a win in an opinion piece competition organised by Education Perfect. Our Year 9
student Ziyad Ashraf came first in this prestigious event and brought pride to himself and our school.
This year we took a whole school approach to Literacy Week. The high school staff were inspired by
the theme was Reading is My Secret Power! We shared our reading experiences with the students and
designed a special assembly for high school.
I really like sharing this space with students. I like giving them a chance to express themselves and how
they felt about English.

I loved English this year. High school English is more fun and very detailed.
I struggle with English, but I really like my English teachers.
English would be even better if we did less writing and used the computer lab more.
I love English so much! I especially love reading and writing poems. Our teacher is fun and cheerful.
I love reading.
I wish we could have more spelling tests and more library time.
This year English has been fun and fairly easy. I learnt many techniques to improve my writing.
The topics we learnt were fun and our teacher is friendly.
Shakespeare was ok but not as easy as other topics.
I liked plays because they help us bring characters to life.
English is an interesting subject. I am happy in English.
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ARABIC REPORT

Looking back at 2019 is like looking back at a kaleidoscope of happy memories
rolled into a perfectly wrapped album. At times there were moments we’d rather
forget and push to the back of our minds, moments that remind us about the
worst in humanity. However, as I’m sure we can all agree, the moments that
made it to the front page of our albums look like this:
Happy smiling faces, proud parents, enthusiastic teachers and a new generation
of bilingual students. This year was a fantastic
year for Arabic students. Did you
know Arabic is one of the fastest growing languages?
Our wonderful
students
at
Malek Fahd are joining the statistics of these
lucky people who get to experience
the treasure that is the language of the
Quran.
Like always, the students blew me away with
their
improved
pronunciation
during reading sessions; I admired their handwriting
while
reading
their
unique
and interesting perspectives and opinions,
and
I
marveled
in
their
responses
to
thought
provoking
questions
during
discussions.
I
am
so
proud
of
all
my
students and their efforts this year, you all make me so honoured to have this
incredible
job.
The lucky students from year 7 to 10 witnessed the enchanting beauty of
Gallipoli
mosque
during
an
excursion
to
identify
and
recreate
mesmerising
Arabic and Islamic calligraphy. Their work showed precision and ability like no
other, it came from a place of deep respect for the language and appreciation for
the chance to witness our learning’s in real life. The Islamic architecture filled
our
students
with
pride
when
learning
of
the
importance
these
architectural
moments
in
history
have
on
modern
society.
The
students
imagined
a
life
without
modern
technologies
when
taught
of
the
ingenious
methods
architects
used to carry sounds around large mosques filled with hundreds of worshippers.
Our artistic students gasped in awe at the mosaics and thought of the long hours
worked in the mosque to create a beautiful place to worship. The students, like
every year were delighted to feast on a traditional Arabic cuisine after a long day
of exploring.
This excursion was well deserved after weeks of doing hard work researching
minarets all over the world, reading articles about the Prophet’s mosque in
Jeddah and the millions of people who visit mosques every year to worship,
learn, admire and pray. This hard work translated to well-made and eye catching
assignments
chronicling
maps
depicting
the
Arabian
world
and
famous
landmarks.
As the year comes to a close all I can think of is thanking God (S.W.T) for the
beautiful year we’ve had, the honour we share in learning the language of the
Quran and the enthusiastic input our students put in year after year that gives
me the opportunity to say my job gives me the greatest joy in the world.
Till next year,
Mrs Athar.
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COMMERCE, BUSINESS AND STUDIES OF RELIGION

Commerce
Commerce is an interactive and practical elective
subject for study in Years 9-10 which introduces students to the world of commerce, business, law, employment and industrial relations. Students appreciate
the opportunities it provides to consider real-life applications for their learning as they learnt a range of topics including Consumer Choice, Personal Finance,
Investing, Political Involvement (Year 9) and Law &
Society, Employment Issues, Running a Business
and Promoting and Selling (Year 10).
Once again we held the Start Smart Program by the
Commonwealth Bank in its mission to improve the financial literacy of Australia’s young people. This was
delivered at school by a facilitator, with the aim of
changing the way young people learn about money.
By making money management interactive, engaging
and fun, our students were equipped with the confidence and competence they need to make smart decisions about money. Students from Years 9 & 10
Commerce and Years 11 & 12 Business Studies visited Luna Park, via the Beyond the Thrills program, to
investigate how Luna Park is run as a business case
study. The students also appreciated the excursion
as they were able to have a fun day out enjoying the
rides and games as well. Overall, the excursions and
incursions proved to be a highly beneficial experience
for students and they were thoroughly enjoyed by all.
The Year 9 students also took part in the ASX
Sharemarket Game whereby students across NSW
compete to gain the highest share portfolio value. The
Game gives you an opportunity to learn about the
share market and how it works. You get $50,000 virtual cash. You can buy and sell shares in 200+ nominated companies listed on ASX using live prices and
will be charged brokerage on each trade, simulating
real sharemarket conditions. This was a very engaging and exciting activity as students investigated a
range of businesses in different industries with the
aim of increasing their portfolio values. They also held
their own elections as part of their Political Involvement topic which was a very creative and entertaining
experience.
The Year 10 students created their own business and sold their products during the Business Day held
at school. Students really enjoyed this opportunity as they were able to work creatively and collaboratively in order to plan, prepare, source, sell and promote their business as part of their assessment
task.
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COMMERCE, BUSINESS AND STUDIES OF RELIGION
(Continued)

Business Studies
Business studies offers learning from the planning of a small to medium enterprises to the management
of key business functions in large businesses. Students explored topics such as operations, finance,
marketing and human resources in the HSC course. While the Year 12 students prepared for their HSC
examinations, they were given the opportunity to attend the Business Studies Student Conference at
the Wesley Centre organised by the Economic Literacy Centre. This day was filled with guest speakers
who provided valuable handouts, notes, tips and advice on how to address the Business Studies HSC
examination. All students attended and found this conference very useful.
Overall, we are extremely proud of the achievements, skills and knowledge that all students have accomplished this year in the HSIE faculty and we wish them all the best for the years to come.
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COMMERCE, BUSINESS AND STUDIES OF RELIGION
(Continued)

Studies of Religion II

All 6 students from Year 12 had undertaken SOR II as part of their HSC course. It was an amazing journey from
Preliminary course to HSC. The students had an opportunity to visit William Clark College to study about Chris‐
an belief systems. The day started with a prayer session in the school Chapel and ended with an hour’s lec‐
ture on the belief systems of Chris anity.
The Interfaith program was also organised at our campus involving both Year 11 and 12 students. The guest’s
speakers were Rabbi Zaman from Jewish Synagogue, Father Patrick from Blacktown Bap st Church and Sheik
Yousuf from our campus. Students had an opportunity to ask ques ons about diﬀerent belief systems of the
three religions.

‐Ms Lorizah Usman, Mr Mohammed Shameem and Mrs Betul Abdelaziz
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HSIE REPORT
History
Based on the NSW Syllabus and Australia Curriculum, students from Year 7-10 have learnt a
range of topics this year, including the investigation into the ancient past, the Mediterranean and Asian
World, The Western and Islamic world (The Ottoman Empire), The Asia-Pacific World (Japan under the
Shoguns), Expanding contacts (Spanish conquest of the Americas), World War I and II, Rights and
Freedoms (1945 – present) and Migration experiences.
This year, Years 7 and 8 students were taken on an Arabic and History (combined) excursion to the Auburn Gallipoli Mosque, Auburn Botanical Gardens and a Lebanese restaurant, Jasmine 1 in Auburn.
The purpose of the excursion was for students to be exposed to amazing Arabic/Islamic cultures and to
learn valuable Historical facts which shape the world around us. The students have demonstrated their
understanding of these outcomes through actively participating in the discussion about the Turkish/
Arabic history within the Mosque and the significance of the Ottoman period in the construction of the
Mosque. The students were successfully able to identify the Arabic language and culture that was embedded within the art, architecture and history of the Gallipoli Mosque. They were able to develop their
understanding on the Ottoman Empire History and culture, which they have learnt during Term 1, by
experiencing it firsthand. This allowed the students to make strong connections to their prior learning
and therefore be more engaged with their work. The students were also able to develop their understanding on traditional Arabic cuisine and how it is embedded in Modern Australia today.
Further implementing their knowledge on the Ottoman Empire, Year 8 students participated in an extracurricular ‘Ottoman Rug’ designing competition. Out of the anonymous entries, the best design was
chosen and along with the winner, selected students took part in a project which brought their imagination to life! Over the duration of Terms 2 and 3, these students worked hard, sacrificing much of their
recess and lunch times, to complete the project. The students worked together and applied high levels
of creativity, determination, corporation and communication skills. Studying history provides students
with insight into our cultures of origin, as well as cultures with which they might be less familiar, thereby
increasing their cross-cultural awareness and understanding. The year 8 students applied their
knowledge of the Ottoman Empire’s artistic and cultural values, and applied it to their own lives by adding ‘their own touch’.
The Year 7 curriculum provides a study of history from the time of the earliest human communities to
the end of the ancient period, approximately 60 000 BC (BCE) – c.650 AD (CE). It was a period defined
by the development of cultural practices and organised societies. The study of the ancient world includes the discoveries (the remains of the past and what we know) and the mysteries (what we do not
know) about this period of history, in a range of societies including Australia, Egypt, Greece, Rome,
China and India. This year the Year 7 students participated in an extra-curricular activity where they became embalmers! Embalmers were skilled people who mummified dead bodies in ancient Egypt. Considering OH & S requirements of the school, the students mummified an orange instead! The students
developed their understanding on the ancient Egyptian religion, culture and traditions by participating in
a hands on activity. Through being physically involved and in charge of their learning, the students were
not only able to visualise the past, but they were able to apply it to present day.
Australia has become one the most multicultural countries in the world. Most migrants came from United Kingdom, however after WWII migrants started to come from a wide range of countries. The Australian immigration policy ‘White Australia Policy’ was abandoned and ‘Multiculturalism’ was introduced
and the ‘Vietnam war’ resulted in an increase number of refugees coming to Australia. Consequently
Australian identity began to change. This year, Year 10 students have learnt about how and why Australia has changed over the course of the last century. To gain a deeper understanding our past, Year
10 students were taken on an excursion to the Australian Maritime Museum and took part in the
‘Immigration’ tour. During the tour, students first-handily examined the museum's exhibits relating to different stories of migration, including British child migrants, and learned about the hardships and happiness associated with migration schemes. Students also view the 1970s Vietnamese refugee boat Tu
Do (Freedom) from the wharf and evaluated the problems of crowding, distance, perils at sea and the
difficulties of preparing for such a journey from a Communist country. This engaging experience has
inspired the students to embark on a journey to discover their own personal family migration experiences. By better understanding our past, students can now better understand our present.
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Geography

Students really enjoyed learning about a range of topics this year including Landscapes and Landforms,
Place and Liveability, Water in the World, Interconnections, Sustainable Biomes, Changing Places,
Coastal Management and Environment Human Wellbeing.
A range of fieldwork and investigative excursions took place in Stages 4 & 5 providing students with
hands on and interactive learning experiences for them to apply their skills to real life examples. The
Year 7s visited Barangaroo, Miller’s Point and Milson’s Point investigating liveability factors at each
suburb, the Year 8s visited Warragamba Dam to
explore where our water comes from and how it is
stored and transferred to the Prospect Reservoir,
and the Year 10s visited Wanda Beach in Cronulla
as part of their mandatory Geography excursion.
All excursions were received extremely well by the
students as they had a fun filled day carrying out
their required field activities.
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MATHEMATICS REPORT

The teaching and learning of Mathematics is alive and well at the Beaumont Hills campus. This year, we
decided to celebrate Numeracy week with a class poster competition. The competition required homeroom classes to design an A3 poster which communicated how Mathematics is used in the real world.
This enabled students to answer their own persistent question: “When will I use this in real life?”
The posters were judged based on the diversity of applications, research, originality, creativity and aesthetic appeal. The judging panel took considerable time in deciding on the winner due to the number of
entries and remarkable effort put forth by the students.
The students in the winning homeroom class, year 10, eagerly consumed their prize: pizza! They were
even kind enough to invite their Mathematics teachers to share the prize with them.
Well done to the students in year 10, and to all who participated in the Numeracy week competition at
Beaumont Hills.
Mrs Grand
Ms Ahmad
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PDHPE and PASS REPORT

Being the PDHPE teacher at Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills, teaching years 7 – 12 it makes you realize
that there is a lot of concepts that get taught. That is one of the best aspects of being a PDHPE teacher
and it is a pleasure to teach various topics to the students of Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills. A range of topics such as drugs, adolescents, relationships, celebrating diversity, healthy lifestyles, resilience, lifelong physical activity and first aid were all covered this
year and a lot of new information with facts and statistics were
presented to the students.
2019 has been an exciting and positive year for Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills students. It was Beaumont Hills first year of teaching
the stage 6 HSC PDHPE course to 8 lucky students who gave it
their all. There were many sporting experiences for Beaumont Hill
students in 2019 such as: touch football, AFL, athletics, soccer,
NRL, oztag, netball, LMA tri-sport, cross-country, swimming, basketball and cricket. Year 9 and 10 PASS was involved in new experience such as the RAW challenge and YOGA which was a hit with our students. Great achievements were made by individual students and in team-based competitions. Insha’Allah there will be
many more opportunities for students to take part in these activities in 2020. PDHPE involves students
learning through movement experience that are both challenging and enjoyable and promotes the value
of physical activity in their lives. With that comes with some of the great achievements accomplished by
our great students. Some of the highlights for our campus from 2019 was:
Our Year 7 and 8 students were involved in a whole term of swimming at Blacktown Leisure Centre
at Stanhope Gardens.
Year 9 PASS boys and girls first time at the RAW Challenge. Year 10 PASS first time at YOGA.
This year our campus entered the ISD sporting organization which held a lot of events that our students were involved in and achieved great things.
On the 8th of August selected girls from years 7 - 11 made it all the way to the semi-finals in the LMA
tri-sport competition.
Mubarek Tajudeen from Year 9 made it all the way to the state athletics championships for the
100m and long jump.
Kabeer Shah was the first student from our campus to ever be given the opportunity to try out for
the ISD soccer team.
Our Year 9 girls attended their first ever SHE Summit at the Bankstown University of Western Sydney campus.
Year 11 and Year 12 completed their First Aid Course at school. It was the first time our students
were given the opportunity to complete the First Aid course.
The Under 15 boys and girls beat the Hoxton Park campus in Oz-tag at the Amity College Oz-tag
Championships.
Throughout all of these amazing experiences and opportunities provided to the students, it was great to
see classmates and peers cheering and supporting each other to do their best. We congratulate all of
our students that achieved great results and wish they continue to beat their personal records and
achieve greater things. Thank you to the department for their ongoing commitment and enthusiasm
throughout the year. Your efforts are very much appreciated by the students, parents and the school.
Keep it up and well done to all involved teachers, students and parents!
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SCIENCE REPORT

The year 2019 had been a great year for Science Faculty at Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills. We had the
head of science for all three campuses join the faculty to guide and develop the faculty. We were
blessed to have an extremely hard working and amazing cohort of year 11 and 12 students in biology
and chemistry.
We endeavour to provide students with an engaging and caring environment. Every science topic at
each year level had practicals associated with to help students get hands on experience on concept
taught in class and expand students understanding on the subject matter. Students also participated in
various excursions to compliment the theoretical knowledge learnt in the classrooms and science lab.
Year 7
It has been a challenging yet an exciting year for our year 7’s. Despite having to adjust to high school,
the increased workload and more responsibilities, they did us proud by following safety in science labs
and trying their best at all times. The year 7’s had fun exploring the science labs and conducting experiments on a weekly basis.
They continued to show us their hard work and interest in science, when participating in Claymation,
one of the successful, engaging and interesting assessment tasks that they carried out for the topic
“Key to Survival”. Students had to make clay figures and photoshop them into a movie to show adaptations and survival together with food chains in an ecosystem. Students thoroughly enjoyed the handson task and performed well as a team.
Year 8
Year 8 students having adjusted well to high school and into their routines continued to work well in science. They made some very interesting models of energy transfers and how to improve energy efficiency. They were very creative and impressed us with their models as well as their efforts in the Student
Research Projects. They came up with some very interesting experimental designs and carried them
out using scientific methods taught to them in class to demonstrate the nature and practice of science.
Year 9
Year 9’s carried out a field study to Sydney Olympic Park. The students were commended by the instructors for their exemplary behaviour and engagement throughout the excursion. They used the information collected to write a newspaper article. They also participated in a practical test. The students
constructed models of the plate boundaries and volcanoes using everyday materials.
Year 10
The Year 10 students have been working hard throughout the year towards their RoSA assessments.
They enjoyed making models towards the “On the Move” for their assessment task and displayed good
scientific knowledge and background through the task. The students also visited The Science Space
Centre in Wollongong to compliment their studies of “The Universe”. They really enjoyed the excursion
and found the activities very useful and knowledgeable.
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SCIENCE REPORT( Continued)

Year 11 Field study Ecological study
The year 11 Biology students enjoyed a field trip
to the long reef at Dee Why to study the rocky
shore ecosystem. They studied various plant and
animal specimens during this excursion. They
conducted many other exciting practicals
throughout the year.
Year 11 Chemistry
The Year 11 Chemistry Students have been
working very hard throughout the day and put in
their best efforts towards the studies. It has been
a challenging year for them, taking on new and
specialised subjects and meeting the requirements hasn’t been easy. Yet, they have made it
and continue to work hard towards their HSC.
For their Depth Study, The Chemistry students
had an excursion to ANSTO which reflected their
studies for Module 3: Reactive Chemistry.
The students are really looking forward to HSC courses and working to the best of their ability to
achieve higher outcomes.
Year 12 UNSW Museum of Disease
The Year 12 Biology students had a great learning opportunity at the UNSW Museum of Disease as
part of course on Infectious and non-infectious disease. The students carried out a depth study on a
specific disease. They also conducted many exciting practicals and constructed models to enhance understanding.
The science faculty will endeavour to keep working hard and bring more exciting activities all year
around next year to make to challenge our students and apply the knowledge learnt in class better.

Ms Vandana & Mr Ali
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Information Software Technology (IST), Technology ,
Applied Studies (TAS) & Food Technology

There are many aspects of Malek Fahd Beaumont Hills that give me considerable pleasure. These include the students’ love of learning, and consistently challenging
themselves

to

adapting

and

learning new skills sets in the
Technology, IST and Food Technology subject. Arguably, however, the most impressive feature of
the school is the students! They
exercise their talents and skills to
lead the School, work to make a
positive

contribution

to

their

School and wider communities,
and demonstrate vast amounts of
school

spirit,

collegiality

and

friendliness in the subject, displayed through the activities.
In the Technology subject Year 7 and Year 8 students had the opportunity to gain insight and understanding of design processes which enables student’s to manage, interpret, shape and alter their environment to improve their quality of life at home, school, in work places and in the broader community.
The rapid rate of technological change in an increasingly knowledge-based society highlights the need
for flexible technological capability, innovative thinking and effective communication skills.
One of highlights for Year 7 was the completion of a challenging project in the Engineering Systems
unit which involved the construction of a rubber band racer as well as the Agriculture unit where students planted their own vegetables and herbs and created a healthy snack using their very own produce. They were very pleased with the final product and it was a great way of teaching them about sustainability and energy consumption.
Year 8 learned valuable lessons about Excel which will be practical for real-life use. Also relevant to real world was Year 9’s unit on Artificial Intelligence, which is such a crucial topic to understand in our
modern-day society. Year 10 learned many topics including the skills required to create a database as
well as the details surrounding networking.
.
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Food Technology has been an interesting retrospective to say the
least. It was the first year the students were embraced in learning the
altitudes of skills over the course of the year. Students had the opportunity to develop broad knowledge and understanding about nutrition,
diet and health in Australia, food availability and selection. Year 9
Food Technology students had the opportunity to investigate the Australian Food Industry, the production, processing, packaging, storage
and distribution of food and the marketing of food products. They also
had an insight in gaining practical skills in developing, experimenting,
planning, preparing and presenting food that were integrated throughout the year.

“ Food technology has been a great experience so far. I have learned how to cook without burning food
and destroying the kitchen. The classroom is a great environment with my friend Fatema (the only other
student) and my amazing teacher Ms.Khan who makes the classroom environment fun while getting
the work done and is always helping us out throughout the terms ensuring that we understand everything to its full extent.” – Muqqadas Butt, Year 12,Food Technology
Overall, this year has provided students with countless opportunities to enrich their learning and has
been a great success for all!
Miss S.Khan and Mr A. Hijazi
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VISUAL ARTS & MUSIC
REPORT
“In terms of brain development, musical performance is every bit as important educationally as reading or writing” British neurologist Oliver Sacks
Music programs in schools have been shown to help create positive changes in students’ learning
and literacy skills.
The students at Malek Fahd
participate in a broad range of
musical activities including the
core syllabus requirements of
listening, composing, performing, ensemble work and
rhythm exercises. They are
introduced to increasingly
challenging and complex keyboard pieces that require mental and physical coordination, as well as
consistent focus and practise. Students learn to read, interpret and write musical notation and calculate the beats in different rhythm exercises. We are also fortunate to have the opportunity to incorporate technology into our lessons, with composition software that allows the students to compose, layer, record, change and play back their own rhythmic and melodic creations, and develop them to a
sophisticated level. This diverse range of activities facilitates students’ theoretical understanding and
enhances their practical skills and enjoyment of the subject.
Some highlights of the music program this year were the nasheed performance and Aboriginal music
and culture incursion at Greenacre campus, as well as the introduction of the new topics such as
‘Film Music’, ‘Musicals’ and ‘Music from around the World’.
Ms Amy Johnston
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IFTAR DINNER

During the ninth month of the Hijri calendar Muslims around the world celebrate Ramadan. This month
draws us closer to Allah through fasting and remembering the less fortunate. It is also a perfect time to
engage with the Quran and remind ourselves how blessed we are to be Muslims.
At Malek Fahd Beaumont hills classrooms entered various competitions such as “fabulously decorated
rooms” and “Design a magnificent masjid”. For the Ramadan assembly Simone and Khaista gave an
enlightening speech about the importance of fasting and how we should constantly think about the less
fortunate. Ehsan recited verses from the Quran whilst Alishbah gave an excellent translation. All the
students gathered to listen to their peers give speeches and recite words from the glorious Quran. Year
three students performed a Nasheed called “Ya Ilahi” the nasheed was performed in both Arabic and
English in front of teachers, parents and students.
Not only did the students hold such a successful event, they also gave their friends and family a Ramadan experience never to be forgotten In Sha Allah.
Sheikh Ahmed Khalil & Miss Altaf Al Dhofiry
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IFTAR DINNER
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CAMPUS EVENTS
BOOK FAIR
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CAMPUS EVENTS
BOOK WEEK
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CAMPUS EVENTS
BOOK WEEK (cont.)
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CAMPUS EVENTS
WHITE RIBBON MARCH
White Ribbon march was held from Castle Towers in Castle Hill to RSC Castle Hill from 7.00 am. It was
a proud moment for our Year 12 students to participate in the protest march for violence against women. Hundreds of other schools took part in the protest march. Our students enjoyed morning breakfast
in RSC Castle Hill.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
WILLIAM CLARK COLLEGE EXCURSION
Year 12 students visited William Clark College in North Kellyville on Wednesday 13th March, 2019 upon
invitation from the school Chaplin, Mr Colin Noble. The main reason for the visit was to learn more
about Christian faith as part of Studies of Religion curriculum and visit the school Chapel and observe
how prayers are conducted. We were warmly welcomed by the school principal, Dr Scot Marsh and the
school business manager, Mr Jennings. The students took part in the interfaith prayers for the Christchurch tragedy and a one hour’s lecture on Christianity. We had a great discussion with the school
Chaplin about future school visits between the two schools and how we can build bridges within the
community. Sheik Yusuf was also part of the visit and the discussion panel.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Harmony Day
This year, Harmony Day was special for many reasons. As
always, our students put in a tremendous effort to showcase
their wonderful cultures and traditions. They dressed up in colourful or orange clothing. They piled the tables with food to
share with everyone. And most importantly they came to
school with the most enthusiasm they could muster. Their energy and spirit has been and will continue to be the driving
force behind all successful events.
Friday, the 22nd of April started off with a great assembly. We
had people from multiple faiths come and speak to us about
their religions and their beautiful way of life, reigniting the idea
that we are all the same, with peaceful intentions and a desire
for a safe, harmonious world. Solomon the Rabbi and Father
Patrick spoke beautifully, and we are grateful they took time
out of their busy days to treat us with an appearance.
Our students received awards and accolades and were
cheered on by their peers and staff. It’s always exciting to see
our students take pride in their achievements and to have
their classmates as equally proud of them as we are. We
heard our students sing beautifully, “I am, you are, we are
Australian”; a song that stands against the test of time for being relevant to every situation and time period in history.
The school was decorated in every colour imaginable. Flags of all the students’ and teachers’ nationalities surrounded us. We had inspirational words, pictures depicting culture and tradition and posters created by our creative students.
This harmony however might have been clouded by the recent tragic news that took place in New Zealand. However, as always, our students showed us the true meaning of being Australian. They shared
their food, helped with decorations, cleaned up after themselves, respected their friends’ different clothing, food and traditions and spread and received love the whole day. I am optimistic about the future if
these are our future leaders, creatives, teachers, doctors and community members.
We did not allow tragedy to
overcome our way of life. We
reflected in silence upon the
tragedy and will continue to
mourn as a community. But
most importantly, we heal together. Our resilience in the
face of tragedy is what makes
us stronger. The greatest act of
defiance against hate is love.
To show love, to give love, and
to accept love.
Athar Selbokh
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CAMPUS EVENTS
SRC Workshop and Lunch
SRC student Leadership workshop was held at our Campus on Tuesday 12th March from 12.30 pm 1.30 pm. The workshop was presented by Mr Shameem, High School Coordinator. All SRC students
from Year 4-12 participated in the workshop. Values and responsibilities of leadership were spoken
about and how to be a responsible leader in the school and the outer school community. The workshop
was very well anticipated by the participants which was followed by speeches from Sk Yusuf and Mrs
Khan. Open forum discussion was held with the school captains on how to organise events in future.
Lunch was provided by the school.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
FUNDRAISERS
Opal Aged Care
Opal Aged Care is a premier residential aged care home located in Sydney’s North West, at Quakers
Hill Nursing Home. This includes specialist clinical care, social and recreational programs and nutritious, homestyle meals freshly cooked onsite. Students leaders from Years 10-12 visited the Aged Care
as part of School’s Wellbeing program. It was the first time our student leaders had the opportunity to
visit such a site and engage with our senior citizens. Students had a great time with the residents and
engaged themselves with various activities. Students were engaged with various activities with residents such as making Easter hats, chatting sessions, various ball games and colouring activities. This
program enhanced our students to learn the importance of our senior citizens and how they should be
treated and looked after in our community. It was a great learning experience for our students as it was
their first ever community engagement of such nature. The school has built up a good relationship with
Opal Aged Care and will continue student engagement in future.

Jeans for Genes Day
The Beaumont Hills campus again participated in the Jeans for Genes Day fundraiser on Friday,
2nd August 2019. Every dollar raised on the day helps scientists at Children’s Medical Research Institute to discover treatments and cures, to give hope for every child, the opportunity to live a long and
healthy life.
Thanks to the students, staff and families, we were able to collect a generous amount of $533.05 this
year.
Jeans for Genes was established in 1994 by Children’s Medical Research Institute to fund revolutionary
research that helps diagnose, understand, and find cures or treatments for conditions affecting kids, including genetic diseases, cancer, and epilepsy.
1 in 20 kids are born with a genetic disease or birth defect. Genetic diseases are one of the leading
causes of death in kids under four and the main cause of ongoing hospitalisation. To fight this epidemic, we need more research.
Fundraising is the best solution to safeguard critical research programs. It helps keep day to day experiments running, recruit the best researchers from around the world to tackle complex genetic diseases,
purchase essential high-tech equipment, and fund research student scholarships that foster bright
young minds and fresh ideas to help find answers.
No child’s life should be cut short, and we will do all within our power to change “incurable” to “curable”.
CMRI Website
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CAMPUS EVENTS
FUNDRAISERS (cont.)
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ANZAC DAY
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SCHOOL PHOTOS 2019
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